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	Something I love doing is: - playing and recording music with friends.
	I think I am great at: - drawing and painting.
	I would like to be great at: - Google Sheets because companies seem to value people who are capable of using it, especially the ones that pay well.
	In order to be great at your answer above I will: - I need to have a mentor to teach me the basics and help build exercises for me to work on. I'm pretty slow with anything involving numbers, but with the proper guidance, I know I can be good at it.
	My family thinks Im great at: - learning languages easily. I can speak Japanese, French, Spanish, and Mandarin.
	Others think Im great at: - project management and people management.
	My greatest skilltalent is: - writing.
	I feel good about: - my life right now. Sure, me and my family are scraping by, but we're happy. We've got music. We've got books. We've got video games. As long as we get to enjoy those while having enough to eat and drink, I think I'll always feel good.
	I admire myself for: - being resilient. I've been rejected by 70+ jobs (most of them just didn't reply but I count those as rejections), but I got accepted by one that's worth working for.
	What I love most about myself is: - that I'm very easily pleased and amused. I have low standards for everything, so it's easy for me to enjoy things. Our time on this earth is short so I might as well like and enjoy as many things as possible.
	Ive had success with: - writing outside of work. I've won local prizes for literature and published a good number of works.
	My future goals include: - publishing a book and working in Japan's video game industry, specifically localization under Square Enix.
	Im confident that Ill achieve them because: - I'm relentless when it comes to my goals. I told myself, I'm gonna win this prize and get a fellowship in this writing workshop. Did both of those. I told myself I'll learn some foreign languages, and I did. Whatever I set my mind to, I'll be able to achieve. I just know it.
	ImIll be at peace when: - I'm able to migrate to a peaceful country with my parents and brother, and even my aunts, uncles, and pets, if at all possible. A place where we don't have to worry about getting screwed over by the government and racism.


